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The nature of the post-merger remnant of GW170817, the first binary neutron star coalescence
observed by the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (Advanced LIGO)
and Advanced Virgo, is unknown. Searches have been carried out for short (. 1 s), intermediate
(. 500 s), and long (∼ days) signals using various algorithms without yielding a detection. We
describe an efficient frequency tracking scheme based on a hidden Markov model to search for
long-duration transient signals from a neutron star remnant with spin-down time-scale in the range
∼ 102 s–104 s. The method was used to the search for a signal from GW170817. We validate the
method and estimate its sensitivity through Monte-Carlo simulations on the same data set as used
in the GW170817 search. We describe the search configuration and follow-up procedure step by
step. The search achieves an astrophysical reach of ∼ 1 Mpc and hence cannot detect a source like
GW170817 (40+8

−14 Mpc), given the current sensitivities of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo.
The methodology of the hidden Markov model is described fully to ensure that future analyses of
this kind can be reproduced by an independent party.

I. INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 2017, the Advanced Laser Interferome-
ter Gravitational Wave Observatory (Advanced LIGO)
and Advanced Virgo detectors observed their first bi-
nary neutron star coalescence (GW170817) at a lumi-
nosity distance of 40+8

−14 Mpc and localized within a 90%

credible sky region of 16 deg2 [1, 2]. The initial masses of
the two components in the binary are inferred to lie be-
tween 1.00M� and 1.89M�, consistent with the masses
of known neutron stars. The total mass of the system is
measured to be 2.73+0.04

−0.01M� [2]. This gravitational-wave
event was followed by a short gamma-ray burst (GRB
170817A) observed by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Mon-
itor ∼ 1.7 s later at the same sky location, providing the
first direct evidence that binary neutron star mergers are
associated with short gamma-ray bursts [3]. Subsequent
observations of X-ray, ultraviolet, optical, infrared and
radio counterparts support the hypothesis that this event
was produced by a binary neutron star merger in the
galaxy NGC 4993 [4, 5].

The stellar remnant of GW170817 remains unknown.
There are four likely possibilities: (1) a promptly formed
black hole, (2) a hypermassive neutron star collapsing
into a black hole within ∼ 1 s, (3) a supermassive neu-
tron star collapsing into a black hole within ∼ 10–104 s,
and (4) a stable neutron star [6]. Searches were con-
ducted for short-duration (. 1 s) gravitational-wave sig-
nals using the Coherent Wave Burst (cWB) algorithm
[7], and for intermediate-duration (. 500 s) signals us-
ing both cWB and the Stochastic Transient Analysis
Multi-detector Pipeline (STAMP) [8–10]. No signal is
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detected. The best 50% detection efficiency upper lim-
its on the root-sum-square strain amplitude are reported

as h50%rss /(10−22Hz−1/2) = 2.1, 8.4, and 5.9 for unmodeled
short-duration signals, intermediate-duration millisecond
magnetar signals, and intermediate-duration bar-mode
signals, respectively [6]. An independent short-duration
analysis using the BayesWave algorithm [11], which mod-
els the post-merger signal from a hypermassive neutron
star as a superposition of wavelets, searched 1 s of data
around the coalescence time and placed upper limits on
strain amplitude ∼ 3.5–15 times higher than analytic ex-
pectations derived from simulations using different equa-
tions of state with source parameters determined from
the pre-merger analysis. The strain amplitude upper
limits correspond to radiated energy about 12–215 times
larger than expectations [2].

Searches for long-duration signals were also carried out
in 8.5 days of data from the coalescence to the end of
the second observing run (O2). Four pipelines, STAMP
[8–10], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) tracking [12, 13],
Adaptive Transient Hough [14–16], and FrequencyHough
[17–20], participated in this analysis. Together they yield
a 90% confidence upper limit on energy radiated in grav-
itational waves of ∼ 8M�c

2 for GW170817 at the mea-
sured distance of 40 Mpc, well above what is plausibly
emitted by such a source. In their current state, the
four pipelines have an astrophysical reach of ∼ 1 Mpc for
events whose gravitational-wave luminosities are compa-
rable to GW170817 [21].

HMM tracking provides a computationally efficient
strategy for detecting and estimating a quasimonochro-
matic continuous gravitational wave signal, whose fre-
quency is unknown and evolves due to secular stellar
braking and stochastic timing noise [12, 13]. A HMM was
applied to data from the first observing run of Advanced
LIGO to search for continuous waves from the bright-
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est low-mass X-ray binary, Scorpius X-1, tracking spin
wandering caused by fluctuations in the accretion torque
[22]. It yields a 95% confidence frequentist upper limit on

strain amplitude of h95%0 = 4.0×10−25 at 106 Hz, assum-
ing an electromagnetically-restricted source orientation.
A modified HMM that simultaneously tracks secular stel-
lar braking and stochastic timing noise was developed in
Ref. [13] for young supernova remnant searches. The
latter algorithm is well suited to searching for a long-
transient, quasimonochromatic signal from a binary neu-
tron star post-merger remnant, like GW170817 [1], if the
spin-down time-scale is in the range 102 s . τ . 104 s. In
this paper, we describe fully the methodology of a HMM-
based post-merger remnant search in order to ensure that
future analyses of this kind can be reproduced by inde-
pendent parties.1 The results from a run on the first bi-
nary neutron star coalescence ever observed, GW170817,
are published in Ref. [21]. For the convenience of the
reader, we reproduce the HMM results from Ref. [21] in
this paper.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we describe the modifications made to the existing HMM
method in order to search for long-duration transient sig-
nals. In Sec. III, we define the detection statistic, discuss
the search configuration, and conduct Monte-Carlo simu-
lations to calculate detection threshold and estimate sen-
sitivity. In Sec. IV, we describe the data set, parameter
space, and set-up of the GW170817 search. Details of the
results, follow-up studies, and upper limits (presented in
Ref. [21]) are provided. A summary of the conclusions is
given in Sec. V.

II. REVISED HMM

A. HMM formulation

A HMM is a memoryless automaton composed of a
hidden state variable q(t) ∈ {q1, · · · , qNQ

} and mea-
surement variable o(t) ∈ {o1, · · · , oNO

} sampled at time
t ∈ {t0, · · · , tNT

}. The most probable sequence of hid-
den states given the observations over total observing
time Tobs is computed by the classic Viterbi algorithm
[23]. A full description can be found in Refs. [12] and
[13]. In this section, we briefly review the HMM formu-
lation in Sun et al. [13] and revise the HMM to search
for post-merger gravitational waves from GW170817.

Let fgw(t) be the gravitational-wave frequency at time
t. We track q(t) = fgw(t). The discrete hidden states are
mapped one-to-one to the frequency bins in the output
of a frequency-domain estimator G(f) (defined below)
computed over an interval of length Tdrift, with bin size

1 Code and simulation scripts can be found in https://git.ligo.org/
(upon request).

∆f . We choose Tdrift to satisfy∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t+Tdrift

t

dt′ḟgw(t′)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆f, (1)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ Tobs, where ḟgw is the first time derivative of
fgw. We aim to search for signals with spin-down time-
scale in the range 102 s . τ . 104 s and fgw . 2 kHz, such

that ḟgw satisfies |ḟgw| ≈ fgw/τ . 1 Hz s−1 in most of the
parameter space. Given Tdrift = 1 s and a frequency bin
width of ∆f = 1 Hz, Eqn. (1) is satisfied when |ḟgw| ≤
1 Hz s−1. In the full frequency band B analyzed, we have
NQ = NO = B/∆f and NT = Tobs/Tdrift.

The HMM emission probability at each discrete time,
defined as the likelihood of hidden state qi being observed
in state oj , is given by [12]

Lojqi = P [o(tn) = oj |q(tn) = qi]. (2)

The post-merger signal has a much shorter spin-down
time-scale τ than a normal continuous-wave signal de-
scribed in Ref. [13]. The motion of the Earth with
respect to the solar system barycenter (SSB) can be ne-
glected during the interval [t, t+Tdrift], unlike in searches
based on the F-statistic [24]. Hence the HMM emission
probability Lo(t)qi = P [o(t)|fi ≤ fgw(t) ≤ fi + ∆f ] ∝
exp[G(fi)] is calculated from the running-mean normal-
ized power in short Fourier transforms (SFTs) with
length TSFT = Tdrift = 1 s. We normalize the SFT power
in each frequency bin by the average power in a window
with width 3∆f = 3 Hz centered on the bin to reduce the
impact caused by variation of the power spectrum den-
sity (PSD) in a wide frequency band 100 Hz–2 kHz. We
write

G(fi) =
∑
X

3x̃Xi x̃
X∗
i

x̃Xi−1x̃
X∗
i−1 + x̃Xi x̃

X∗
i + x̃Xi+1x̃

X∗
i+1

, (3)

where i indexes the SFT frequency bin, X indexes the
detector, and the repeated index i on the right-hand side
does not imply summation.

The transition probability from time tn to tn+1 is de-
fined as [12]

Aqjqi = P [q(tn+1) = qj |q(tn) = qi], (4)

which depends on the signal evolution characteristics.
We assume that the signal frequency is monotonously
decreasing and the auto-correlation time-scale of timing
noise is much longer than Tdrift, and hence adopt the
HMM transition probabilities

Aqi−1qi = Aqiqi =
1

2
, (5)

with all other Aqjqi being zero. These choices of A also
imply that the signal frequency is approximated by a neg-
atively biased random walk, consistent with a potential
rapidly spin-down post-merger remnant (cf. the unbi-
ased random walk in searches for low-mass X-ray binaries
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where the frequency drift is dominated by spin wander-
ing [12, 22]). Since we have no independent knowledge
of fgw, we choose a uniform prior, viz.

Πqi = N−1Q . (6)

The probability that the hidden state path Q =
{q(t0), · · · , q(tNT

)} gives rise to the observed sequence
O = {o(t0), · · · , o(tNT

)} via a Markov chain equals

P (Q|O) =Lo(tNT
)q(tNT

)Aq(tNT
)q(tNT −1) · · ·Lo(t1)q(t1)

×Aq(t1)q(t0)Πq(t0).

(7)

The most probable path, maximizing P (Q|O), is denoted
by

Q∗(O) = arg maxP (Q|O), (8)

where arg max(· · · ) returns the argument that maximizes
the function (· · · ). Here Q∗(O) gives the best estimate
of q(t) over the total observation Tobs = NTTdrift.

B. Gravitational-wave signal model

The HMM described in Sec. II A is used as a model-
agnostic search strategy for post-merger signals. How-
ever, we need a specific signal model in order to validate
the method. In this subsection, we describe the signal
model used to conduct simulations and derive constraints
on the source properties for the rest of the paper. We em-
phasize that the search itself does not rely on any partic-
ular signal model.

We assume that the remnant spins down rapidly with
[25]

fgw(t) = fgw0

(
1 +

t

τ

) 1
1−n

, (9)

where fgw0 is the initial signal frequency at t = 0, the
coalescence time after the inspiral signal ends (e.g., the
time rounded to integer GPS seconds 1187008882 for
GW170817 [1, 6]), and n is the braking index defined

via ḟgw ∝ fngw. The gravitational-wave strain amplitude
is given by [25]

h0(t) =
4π2G

c4
Izzεf

2
gw0

D

(
1 +

t

τ

) 2
1−n

, (10)

whereG is Newton’s gravitational constant, c is the speed
of light, Izz is the principal moment of inertia, ε is the
remnant’s mass ellipticity, and D is the distance to the
source. The waveform (10) is consistent with signals from
a magnetar, which is distorted by its strong magnetic
field [26].

FIG. 1. Injected fgw(t) (blue curve) and optimal Viterbi path
(green curve) for waveform (10). Parameters: fgw0 = 1 kHz,
τ = 104 s, n = 2.5, ε = 10−3, D = 40 Mpc, cos ι = 0,

√
Sh =

2× 10−27 Hz−1/2, Tdrift = 1 s, and Tobs = 4096 s.

C. Observing time

In most continuous-wave searches, we have τ � Tobs.
Hence the best sensitivity is obtained, when Tobs equals
the full duration of an observing run. For the post-merger
remnant, however, it is better if Tobs equals the time
when the signal drops below the detection limit; longer
values of Tobs merely accumulate noise without improv-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The strain amplitude
h0 in (10) decreases significantly for t � τ . Hence the
SNR decreases for Tobs & τ . Figure 1 shows an example
for a magnetar signal injected into Gaussian noise, with
parameters fgw0 = 1 kHz, τ = 104 s, n = 2.5, ε = 10−3,
D = 40 Mpc, cos ι = 0, where ι is the source inclination
angle, and the noise amplitude spectral density (ASD)√
Sh = 2 × 10−27 Hz−1/2. We track the spin down ac-

curately for Tobs . 3 ks and then lose it for Tobs & 3 ks.
For the last 1200 s, the secular decrease of the estimated
fgw is because of the negatively biased random walk with
Aqi−1qi = Aqiqi = 1/2 in (5), as expected when one at-
tempts to “track” pure Gaussian noise. Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations show that choosing Tobs ∼ τ yields the best sen-
sitivities for signals with h0 near the detection limit. A
detailed list of optimal Tobs as a function of τ , n, andfgw0

is given in Sec. III D.

D. Tracking example

Figure 2 presents a tracking example in real interferom-
eter noise. Panels (a) and (c) show G(f) spectrograms
for 100 Hz ≤ f ≤ 2000 Hz and 0 ≤ t ≤ 200 s, without
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and with a signal injected into instrumental noise, re-
spectively. Loud instrumental lines are removed before
tracking by setting G(fi) = 1 if frequency bin i is con-
taminated by lines, corresponding to the dark blue, hor-
izontal strips in (a) and (c). Each 1-s-wide vertical strip
is computed from one SFT at discrete times t0, · · · , t200.
The initial injected signal frequency is fgw0 = 481 Hz in
panel (c). We can hardly see any difference between the
spectrums (a) and (c) because the injection is weak. The
red curves in (b) and (d) represent the optimal Viterbi
paths by tracking NT = 200 steps using the data in (a)
and (c), respectively. The detection statistic of path (b)
is below threshold, consistent with a noise path; again,
the frequency decreases due to the negatively biased ran-
dom walk. The blue curve in (d) represents the injected
signal path fgw(t). The red curve in (d) recovered by the
HMM overlaps most of the blue curve, and the detection
statistic lies above the threshold. We define the detec-
tion statistic, calculate the threshold, and estimate the
sensitivity in Sec. III.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first define the detection statistic
and calculate the threshold without referring to a chosen
model (Secs. III A and III B). The detailed configuration
and sensitivities (Secs. III C and III D) are obtained by
assuming the model described in Sec. II B.

A. Detection statistic

In most continuous-wave searches using HMM track-
ing, a detection score is defined and calculated in each
1-Hz sub-band, where the noise PSD can be regarded
as flat, and the F-statistic in G(f) is normalized by the
noise PSD [13, 22]. For post-merger remnants, however,
we analyze SFTs rather than the F-statistic, and the sig-
nal can wander across a wide frequency band ∼ 102 Hz
over a short observing time, in which case the variation
of the noise PSD is not negligible. Hence we define a new
detection statistic P, given by

P =
1

NT + 1

NT∑
n=0

G[fi(tn)], (11)

where the integer i(tn) indexes the SFT frequency bin
corresponding to q∗(tn) on the optimal Viterbi path Q∗

(t0 ≤ tn ≤ tNT
).

B. Threshold

We determine the detection threshold Pth for a given
false alarm probability αf and Tobs through Monte-
Carlo simulations. Data sets containing pure noise are
searched. For each value of Tobs, we simulate 1000 noise

realizations by using 1000 randomly scrambled 1-s SFT
sequences from the real interferometer data, i.e., gener-
ating noise sequences by randomly permuting the SFT
timestamps. The value of P which yields a fraction αf

of positive detections is then Pth. We list Pth (αf = 1%)
for 200 ≤ Tobs/(1 s) ≤ 9688 in the whole search band
100–2000 Hz together with GW170817 search results in
Table IV (Sec. IV B).

We use the randomly scrambled 1-s SFT sequences as
noise realizations rather than sequential data from other
observing periods mainly because the impact from the
time-varying detector PSD is not negligible if the sample
is taken at a time far from the event. Since the per-
sistent instrumental lines are removed in advance, we
do not expect that randomly rearranging the SFTs im-
pacts the distribution of P in noise. To verify that, we
draw random samples of 200-s and 600-s unscrambled se-
quences from six-hour data taken on the same day before
the event (different data set from that analyzed in the
search), obtain the detection statistics, and compare the
distribution to that obtained from scrambled data. The
details of the comparison are provided in Appendix A.

C. Waiting time

The initial spin-down rate |ḟgw0| of a signal with

τ . 103 s can be too high (i.e., |ḟgw0| > 1 Hz s−1) for
Eqn. (1) to be satisfied with Tdrift = 1 s. Table I shows

the |ḟgw0| values of waveforms like (10) given various
fgw0, τ , and n, and the estimated waiting time twait, af-

ter which |ḟgw| decreases such that Eqn. (1) is satisfied.
We start the search after waiting for a time twait after
the merger. Alternatively, we can choose shorter Tdrift
(i.e., Tdrift ≤ ḟ−1/2gw ) and take twait = 0 for all waveforms.
However, the sensitivity degrades because the frequency
resolution ∆f > 1 Hz is relatively coarse for Tdrift < 1 s.
In Table I, twait is rounded to the nearest 50 s, because in
reality we do not know the exact twait, and Monte-Carlo
simulations show that the impact on sensitivity caused by
rounding is negligible. In a search without prior knowl-
edge of the exact signal waveform, we cover the param-
eter space 500 Hz ≤ fgw0 ≤ 2 kHz and 2.5 ≤ n ≤ 7 for
102 s . τ . 104 s using seven discrete twait values in the
range 0 ≤ twait ≤ 400 s. The selection of twait is further
discussed and justified in Sec. IV B.

D. Sensitivity

Given the threshold Pth determined in Sec. III B (see
Table IV), we evaluate the mean value2 of the strain

2 Unlike in continuous-wave searches, h0(t) of post-merger rem-
nant signals decreases over the total observing time [see
Eqn. (10)].
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Optimal Viterbi path (no signal)

(b)

(c)
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Step (Tdrift = 1 s)
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Injected signal path

Optimal Viterbi path

(d)

FIG. 2. Spectrograms of real interferometer data (a) without and (c) with an injected signal, and the optimal paths [(b) and
(d)] returned by the tracker (Tobs = 200 s, NT = 200). The red curves in (b) and (d) represent the optimal Viterbi paths for
(a) and (c), respectively. The blue curve in (d) represents the injected signal path. A good match is obtained for an injection
path hardly seen in the spectrogram. Loud instrumental lines are removed before tracking by setting G(fi) = 1 if frequency
bin i is contaminated by lines.

amplitude over the observing time, i.e., 0.5[h0(twait) +
h0(twait + Tobs)], which yields 50% and 90% detection
efficiencies (i.e., 50% and 10% false dismissal rates), de-

noted by h50%0 and h90%0 , through Monte-Carlo simula-
tions. Note that the sensitivity derived here is expressed
in terms of the signal model described in Sec. II B. The in-
jection parameters are drawn from τ ∈ {102, 103, 104} s,
n ∈ {2.5, 5, 7}, and fgw0 ∈ {1, 2} kHz. For each param-
eter set (τ, n, fgw0), we generate waveforms from (10)
with fixed ε = 0.01 and Izz = 1045 g cm2 at distance

0.02 ≤ D/Mpc ≤ 0.4.3 The resolution is ∆D/Mpc =
0.001, 0.005, and 0.05 for ranges 0.02 ≤ D/Mpc ≤ 0.05,
0.05 < D/Mpc ≤ 0.2, and 0.2 < D/Mpc ≤ 0.4, respec-
tively. We run 200 injections for each (τ, n, fgw0, D),

3 We choose a fixed ε = 0.01 in the simulations because generally
the maximum ε allowed by the initial rotational energy budget is
expected to be ∼ 10−2 [27]. The search sensitivity on the strain
amplitude h0 at the detector is not impacted by the choice of ε.
We can simply rescale among h0, ε, and D using Eqn. (10).
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fgw0 (kHz) τ (s) n |ḟgw0| (Hz s−1) twait (s)

2 102 2.5 13.2 400

2 102 5 5.0 250

2 102 7 3.3 200

2 103 2.5 1.3 200

1 102 2.5 6.6 200

1 102 5 2.5 100

1 102 7 1.7 50

TABLE I. Initial spin-down rate |ḟgw0| and waiting time twait

for the waveform (10) given fgw0, τ , and n.

setting random initial phase, inclination and polarization
angles, and the sky location of NGC4993 (right ascension
13.1634 hrs, declination 23.3815◦), where GW170817 is
located.4 The synthetic signals are injected into scram-
bled interferometer noise SFT sequences (randomly per-
muting the SFT timestamps) in the search band 100–
2000 Hz. We run the HMM with Tdrift = 1 s, twait

drawn from Table I, and various observing times 200 ≤
Tobs/(1 s) ≤ 9688. The optimal Tobs yielding the best
sensitivity is listed in Table II for each waveform.

Figure 3 displays (a) h50%0 and (b) h90%0 as a func-
tion of fgw for each waveform given (τ, n, fgw0) and the
optimal Tobs. Blue dots, green squares, and red tri-
angles represent τ = 104 s, 103 s, and 102 s, respec-
tively. The horizontal and vertical bars correspond to
the ranges covered by fgw(t) and h0(t) during the in-
terval [twait, twait + Tobs], respectively. For the injected
signals described above with unknown inclination cos ι
at the sky location of GW170817, the best results we ob-
tain are h50%0 = 4.1× 10−23 and h90%0 = 7.4× 10−23. In
continuous-wave searches, the integration time is always
long enough to average out the sensitivity variation to
sources at different sky locations because of the Earth’s
rotation. In post-merger remnant searches, the orienta-
tion of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern impacts the SNR significantly for signals with
duration less than a day. Hence the sensitivity needs
to be recalculated for a source at a different sky loca-
tion through analytic calculations or Monte-Carlo simu-
lations.

4 Although constraints exist on the orientation of the pre-merger
binary system [1], and the remnant’s spin should be closely
aligned with the orbital angular momentum of the pre-merger
system, we adopt the flat prior cos ι ∈ [−1, 1] in the simulations,
because in practice, we are unlikely to be sensitive to GW170817.
We aim to validate the method for general targets with as few
assumptions as possible. We defer using constrained priors on
parameters like cos ι to future events.

τ (s) n fgw0 (kHz) Tobs (s)

102 2.5 1 200

102 2.5 2

102 5 1 600

102 5 2

102 7 1 1000

102 7 2

103 2.5 1

103 2.5 2

103 5 1 8000

103 5 2

103 7 1

103 7 2

104 2.5 1

104 2.5 2

104 5 1 9688

104 5 2

104 7 1

104 7 2

TABLE II. Optimal Tobs providing the best sensitivity for
waveforms (10) given the parameters (τ, n, fgw0) obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations.

IV. GW170817 ANALYSIS

For the convenience of the reader, we reproduce the
HMM results from Ref. [21] in this paper, and describe
the search configuration, procedure, and follow-up step
by step.

A. Data

In the search presented in Ref. [21], we analyze 9688
seconds of data from Advanced LIGO O2 run after
the merger of GW170817 (GPS time 1187008882 to
1187018570) with twait and Tobs optimized in Tables I
and II for different τ , n, and fgw0. We do not analyze
a longer time series because (1) several intervals in the
data after GPS time 1187018570 are not in analyzable
science mode (i.e., either the detectors are not in observ-
ing mode or the data quality is not good enough for con-
ducting a search), and (2) signals with 102 s . τ . 104 s
drop below the sensitivity limit after ∼ 104 s; observing
longer merely accumulates noise without improving the
SNR. We generate 9688 SFTs (TSFT = 1 s) with Hann
windowing [28, 29] and input them into the search. Fre-
quency bin i is cleaned by setting G(fi) = 1 before the
search if loud, persistent instrumental lines lie in bin i.
A full list of cleaned SFT bins is given in Table III.
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FIG. 3. Wave strain upper limits (a) h50%
0 and (b) h90%

0 as functions of injected fgw (αf = 1%). Each marker represents the
upper limit for each parameter set [τ, n, fgw(0)]. Blue dots, green squares, and red triangles represent τ = 104 s, 103 s, and
102 s, respectively. The horizontal and vertical bars indicate the ranges spanned by fgw(t) and h0(t), as they decrease during
the interval [twait, twait + Tobs], with the markers centered in the ranges.

B. Results

We search the data described in Sec. IV A in the fre-
quency band 100–2000 Hz. As we have no prior knowl-
edge of signal parameters, 18 values of Tobs and seven val-
ues of twait are used to cover the ranges 102 s ≤ τ ≤ 104 s,
2.5 ≤ n ≤ 7, and 500 Hz ≤ fgw0 ≤ 2 kHz and accommo-
date small deviations from waveform (10) due to uncer-
tainties in signal models. Observing Tobs > 103 s yields
better sensitivity for signals with τ > 103 s than those
with τ < 103 s (see optimal Tobs in Table II). If a sig-
nal with τ < 103 s can be detected using Tobs > 103 s, it
should also be detected with higher P using Tobs < 103 s.
The initial spin-down rates of the signals calculated from
Eqn. (9) for τ & 103 s and fgw0 ≤ 2 kHz are moder-

ate, e.g., |ḟgw0| < 1 Hz s−1. Hence we set twait = 0 for
Tobs > 103 s.

Table IV lists all Tobs and twait configurations, Pth

for each configuration, and the resulting P from the
search targeting GW170817. Fig. 4 shows the noise-
only distribution of P from 1000 noise realizations (gray
histogram), the threshold Pth corresponding to αf =
1% (black solid line), and the resulting P from the
GW170817 search using various twait values (colored
dashed lines), for (a) Tobs = 200 s and (b) Tobs = 600 s.
The full set of the plots corresponding to all Tobs values
can be found in Appendix B.

No candidate is found with P ≥ Pth (αf = 1%). Only

one trigger closely approaches the threshold where a can-
didate is deemed significant enough for further study,
viz. P = 2.6749 for Tobs = 200 s and twait = 0,
cf. Pth = 2.6750 [see the rightmost red dashed line in
Fig. 4(a), which almost overlaps the black solid line].
We expect that Tobs = 200 s is an optimal observing
time for short-duration signals with τ ∼ 102 s, which
require twait ∼ 102 s for |ḟgw| to decrease before the fre-
quency can be correctly tracked. In other words, sig-
nals detectable with twait = 0 satisfy Eqn. (1) right
after the merger. From Monte-Carlo simulations (Ta-
ble II), the optimal Tobs exceeds 200 s for signals with

|ḟgw0| < 1 Hz s−1. Hence if a signal yields P close to
Pth for Tobs = 200 s and twait = 0, we should obtain
P & Pth using longer Tobs > 200 s and twait = 0. But
no P value for 300 s ≤ Tobs ≤ 1000 s with twait = 0 is
close to Pth (see Fig. 8 in Appendix. B). Hence we do
not expect P = 2.6749 (Tobs = 200 s, twait = 0) to be of
astrophysical origin.

The above follow-up refers to the simulation results
using the model described in Sec. II B. The argument,
however, is generally valid for signals from a rapidly spin-
down remnant. The HMM strategy is designed to accom-
modate uncertainties in the signal model. The threshold
does not depend on a specific choice of signal model. It is
likely that the relatively higher, subthreshold P = 2.6749
for Tobs = 200 s and twait = 0 is caused by increased in-
strumental noise during that particular period. In future
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FIG. 4. Noise-only distribution of the detection statistics (gray histogram) and P values obtained from the search targeting
GW170817 (colored dashed lines), using various twait values for (a) Tobs = 200 s and (b) Tobs = 600 s. The black solid line
indicates the threshold Pth (αf = 1%). The noise-only distribution is obtained from 1000 noise realizations. All P values are
below Pth, consistent with the noise-only distribution. The full set of the plots corresponding to all Tobs values can be found
in Appendix B.

searches, if above-threshold candidates are obtained, a
veto procedure is required, e.g., examining the consis-
tency among multiple detectors [22].

We also show in Fig. 4(b) the results from Tobs =
600 s, which corresponds to the parameter space that the
method is most sensitive to (e.g., τ = 100 s, n = 5).
The resulting P values are consistent with the noise-only
distribution.

C. Upper limits

We now convert h90%0 from Sec. III D into astrophysi-
cal upper limits. The full results are presented and dis-
cussed in Ref. [21]. We focus on a scenario where the
spin down of the remnant is dominated by gravitational-
wave emission from a static quadrupole deformation, i.e.,
n = 5 in Eqns. (9) and (10). Note that we cover a finer
grid of fgw0 ∈ {500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000}Hz
for τ ∈ {102, 103, 104} s and fixed n = 5 in the same
way as described in Sec. III D, motivated by the param-
eter space covered in Ref. [21]. We record h90%0 for each
(τ, fgw0).

The total energy radiated in the form of gravitational

waves up to time t is given by [27]

Egw(t) =
32π6GI2zzf

6
gw0ε

2τ

5c5
n− 1

n− 7

[
1−

(
1 +

t

τ

) 7−n
1−n

]
.

(12)
Without a detection, we can derive the 90% confidence
upper limit on Egw(t → ∞), denoted by E90%

gw , given

h90%0 and the distance to GW170817 (40+8
−14 Mpc) [1].

Fig. 5 displays E90%
gw as a function of fgw0. Blue dots,

green squares, and red triangles correspond to signals
with τ = 104 s, 103 s, and 102 s, respectively. The ver-
tical error bars indicate the uncertainty. Some of the
error bars are too small to be seen by eye. Fig. 5 is
equivalent to Fig. 7 in Appendix A of Ref. [21]. The
lowest upper limit we obtain is E90%

gw = 6.51M�c
2 for

fgw0 = 500 Hz and τ = 102 s, assuming unknown source

orientation. Given the system mass is 2.73+0.04
−0.01M� [2],

the constraint of E90%
gw obtained from the search exceeds

the total rest energy of the system and hence is uninfor-
mative.

D. Astrophysical reach of the search

The maximum ellipticity in Eqns. (10) and (12), εmax,
can be calculated from energy conservation, i.e., the to-
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Detector Bin (Hz) Line origin

H1 300 Beam splitter violin mode 1st harmonic

302–303 Beam splitter violin mode 1st harmonic

503 Violin mode 1st harmonic

992 Violin mode 2nd harmonic

995–996 Violin mode 2nd harmonic

1006 Violin mode 2nd harmonic

1009 Violin mode 2nd harmonic

1456 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1562 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1468 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1472 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1475 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1478 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1484–1485 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1923 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1932 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1957 Violin mode 4th harmonic

L1 306 Beam splitter violin mode 1st harmonic

315 Violin mode 1st harmonic

449–450 Violin mode 1st harmonic

508 Violin mode 1st harmonic

511–512 Violin mode 1st harmonic

517 Violin mode 1st harmonic

1022 Violin mode 2nd harmonic

1457–1458 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1471 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1492 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1496 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1499 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1505–1506 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1511 Violin mode 3rd harmonic

1922 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1941 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1958 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1962 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1967 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1973 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1982–1983 Violin mode 4th harmonic

1986 Violin mode 4th harmonic

TABLE III. SFT bins cleaned before the search and the origin
of the instrumental line contamination.

tal energy emitted in gravitational waves Egw(t → ∞)
cannot exceed the initial rotational energy of the sys-
tem 0.5π2Izzf

2
gw0, assuming that fgw0 is twice the ini-

tial spin frequency of the remnant [27]. We then rescale

the distance, which yields h90%0 , using εmax and Izz =
4.337× 1045 g cm2, a fiducial value preferred by the pos-
teriors derived from the inspiral [2], to obtain the astro-
physical reach at 90% confidence, denoted by D90%, for
a hypothetical object with the maximum ellipticity at
the sky location of GW170817 (Figures 6). The largest
D90% we obtain is 0.86+0.16

−0.16 Mpc for fgw0 = 500 Hz and

τ = 102 s, assuming εmax = 7.33 × 10−2 and unknown
source orientation (one to two orders of magnitude closer
than GW170817).

Tobs (s) twait (s) Pth P
200 0 2.6750 2.6749

50 2.6480

100 2.6345

150 2.6304

200 2.6348

250 2.6351

400 2.6640

300 0 2.6509 2.6365

50 2.6299

100 2.6145

150 2.6208

200 2.6287

250 2.6252

400 2.6412

400 0 2.6440 2.6229

50 2.6198

100 2.6113

150 2.6139

200 2.6220

250 2.6255

400 2.6273

500 0 2.6356 2.6161

50 2.6120

100 2.6166

150 2.6167

200 2.6207

250 2.6260

400 2.6205

600 0 2.6287 2.6153

50 2.6197

100 2.6131

150 2.6183

200 2.6241

250 2.6257

400 2.6096

800 0 2.6186 2.6148

50 2.6159

100 2.6154

150 2.6137

200 2.5989

250 2.5932

400 2.6108

1000 0 2.6088 2.5960

50 2.5918

100 2.5924

150 2.5918

200 2.5974

250 2.5958

400 2.5964

1500 0 2.6025 2.5948

2000 0 2.5962 2.5945

2500 0 2.5919 2.5894

3000 0 2.5869 2.5788

4000 0 2.5782 2.5777

5000 0 2.5615 2.5549

6000 0 2.5380 2.5344

7000 0 2.5131 2.5074

8000 0 2.4894 2.4831

9000 0 2.4687 2.4632

9688 0 2.4556 2.4499

TABLE IV. Detection statistic P (last column) for HMM
searches of Advanced LIGO data collected after the merger of
GW170817 (GPS time 1187008882 to 1187018570) using dif-
ferent Tobs and twait (search frequency band: 100–2000 Hz).
Detection threshold Pth for false alarm probability αf = 1%
is listed in Column 3. No trigger is found above Pth.
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�
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FIG. 5. Upper limits on energy at 90% confidence, E90%
gw , as

a function of fgw0, assuming Izz = 4.337 × 1045 g cm2 and
unknown orientation. Blue dots, green squares, and red tri-
angles represent the results obtained in this search for signals
with τ = 104 s, 103 s, and 102 s, respectively. Vertical error
bars indicate uncertainties. Some of the error bars are too
small to be seen by eye. This figure is equivalent to Fig. 7 in
Ref. [21].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe how to revise the HMM
tracking method used in continuous-wave searches to
search for long-transient gravitational wave signals from
a binary neutron star merger in order to ensure that the
GW170817 search results described in Ref. [21] can be
fully reproduced and future analyses of post-merger rem-
nants can be conducted by independent parties. For an
event at the sky location of GW170817, the gravitational-
wave strain sensitivities h50%0 = 4.1× 10−23 and h90%0 =
7.4×10−23 at 50% and 90% confidence levels are obtained
through Monte-Carlo simulations for unknown source ori-
entation.

No candidate is found above the detection threshold
in data spanning 9688 s after the coalescence GW170817
in Advanced LIGO O2 [21]. The 90% confidence upper
limit on energy radiated in gravitational waves obtained
from the analysis is E90%

gw = 6.51M�c
2 at the true dis-

tance of GW170817, 40 Mpc. This corresponds to an as-
trophysical reach of D90% = 0.86+0.16

−0.16 Mpc for an object
at the same sky location as GW170817 with maximum
ellipticity εmax = 7.33 × 10−2, Izz = 4.337 × 1045 g cm2,
and n = 5. These constraints are obtained by assuming
the signal model described in Sec. II B. The full results
from this analysis are presented in Ref. [21], together with

500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000

fgw0 (Hz)

10−2

10−1

100

D
90

%
(M

p
c)

τ = 104 s

τ = 103 s

τ = 102 s

FIG. 6. Astrophysical reach of the search at 90% confidence,
D90%, as a function of fgw0 for maximum allowed ellipticity
εmax, unknown orientation, and Izz = 4.337×1045 g cm2. Blue
dots, green squares, and red triangles represent the results
obtained in this search for signals with τ = 104 s, 103 s, and
102 s, respectively. Vertical error bars indicate uncertainties.
Some of the error bars are too small to be seen by eye. This
figure is equivalent to Fig. 7 in Ref. [21].

the results from the STAMP [8–10], Adaptive Transient
Hough [14–16], and FrequencyHough [17–20] analyses.

Assuming that the loss of rotational energy of the star
since its birth is dominated by gravitational radiation,
the indirect age-based wave strain upper limit is given
by [30]

hage0 = 2.2×10−24
(

1 kpc

D

)(
1 kyr

τ

)1/2(
Izz

1045 g cm2

)1/2

.

(13)
By substituting D = 40 Mpc and τ = 104 s in Eqn. (13),
we obtain hage0 = 1.0×10−25, which is about two orders of
magnitude below the sensitivity of the HMM, consistent
with the search results. Although hage0 is ∼ 102 times
higher for τ ∼ 1 s, the spin down is too rapid for the
HMM to track.

We emphasize that the search described in this paper is
not sensitive to any post-merger signal from GW170817
at 40 Mpc in the whole parameter space studied with
the current detector sensitivity. The astrophysical reach
of ∼ 1 Mpc is obtained in the optimal scenario with
εmax ∼ 10−2 [27]. The search method, however, is veri-
fied and applicable to any similar events which may be
observed in upcoming observing runs. Given that the
instrumental upgrades of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to-
wards their design sensitivities [31–33] and further en-
hancements of LIGO A+ [34] are planned to improve the
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strain sensitivity by a factor of 2–4, the chance of de-
tecting post-merger signals from binary neutron star co-
alescences in the upcoming observing runs is still small.
Third generation detectors (e.g., the Einstein Telescope
and Cosmic Explorer [35–38]), however, are expected to
improve the strain sensitivity by a factor of ∼ 20–30 rel-
ative to Advanced LIGO (i.e., ∼ 40–60 times better than
O2). At that stage, observation of post-merger signals
becomes promising, given the probability of detecting a
couple of events like GW170817 at tens of Mpc over a
few years [39].
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Appendix A: Noise samples from scrambled and
sequential data

To verify that the noise-only distributions of P in
scrambled SFT sequences and unscrambled (i.e., sequen-
tial) data collected close to the event are comparable,
we draw samples of sequential data from an observing
period of six hours on the same day before the event,
for Tobs = 200 s and 600 s (100 samples each). The re-
sulting distributions of P are plotted in Figure 7. The
red and gray histograms indicate the distributions of P
obtained from 100 samples of sequential data and 1000
samples of scrambled data, respectively. They generally
agree with each other. For both Tobs = 200 s and 600 s,
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does not reject the null hy-
pothesis at 5% significance level (i.e., there is no signifi-
cant difference between the two distributions). Table V
lists Pth (αf = 1%) obtained from sequential and scram-
bled data sets. For both Tobs = 200 s and 600 s, the
discrepancy in Pth is . 0.1%. We do not conduct the
verification for all Tobs choices because drawing enough
sequential samples for larger Tobs values requires a few

Tobs (s) Pth (sequential data) Pth (scrambled data)

200 2.6783 2.6750

600 2.6280 2.6287

TABLE V. Detection threshold Pth obtained from sequential
and scrambled data (αf = 1%).

days’ observing period, over which the impact from the
time-varying detector PSD is no longer negligible.

Appendix B: Noise-only distribution of P

Figure 8 provides a full set of noise-only distributions
of the detection statistics (gray histograms) for all Tobs
values used in the search. Each panel corresponds to one
Tobs value. Each distribution is obtained from 1000 noise
realizations. The P values obtained from the search tar-
geting GW170817 are shown as colored dashed lines. The
color of each dashed line indicates the twait value used,
as shown in the legend. The threshold Pth (αf = 1%) is
indicated by the black solid line. We have P < Pth in all
panels, indicating that the search results are consistent
with the noise background.

http://arxiv.org/abs/ligo--p/1800291
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FIG. 7. Noise-only distribution of the detection statistic P from 100 sequential data samples (red) and 1000 scrambled data
samples (gray) for (a) Tobs = 200 s and (b) Tobs = 600 s.
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FIG. 8. Noise-only distribution of the detection statistics (gray histogram) and P values obtained from the search targeting
GW170817 (colored dashed lines), using various twait values. Each panel corresponds to one choice of Tobs. The black solid line
indicates the threshold Pth (αf = 1%). The noise-only distribution is obtained from 1000 noise realizations for each panel.
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